


Healthcare, faith, family, civility, security, and even global warming presents us with an

opportunity to fix major problems with the right answers. Articles in magazines, newspapers,
online, and on television point to issues that need addressing. In this new course from

Nightingale Conant, The Fix! Master Challenges and Change , we will address the top

concerns with answers from the most respected authorities and experts that have changed the
lives of millions.

The issues outlined with ideas for the skills needed to answer and fix these problems will be

presented in 26 specific chapter topics. We have researched the libraries of the best selling
experts and authorities from the vast Nightingale Collection of courses to seek the ideas that
can drive new disrupters with inspiration to discover what needs to be done to take us from the
way the world is to the way the world can be.

Part One Lack of Economic Opportunity

Part Two Workforce Ready

Part Three Education and the Degree Myth

Part Four Healthcare vs Health Insurance

Part Five Relationships and Civility

Part Six Future Events and Global Warming



Part One Lack of Economic Opportunity
Chapter 1 Only the Rich Get Richer
Chapter 2 Free Healthcare
Chapter 3 Income Inequality
Chapter 4 Poverty in America
Chapter 5 Building Wealth
Chapter 6 Money
Chapter 7 Credit Debt and Credibility

Part Two Workforce Ready
Chapter 8 Hire From Broader Backgrounds
Chapter 9 Work From Home
Chapter 10 Job Satisfaction
Chapter 11 Leadership
Chapter 12 Clear Expectations
Chapter 13 Training

Part Three Education and the Degree Myth
Chapter 14 What’s Wrong With Education
Chapter 15 Education or Experience
Chapter 16 Lifelong Learning

Part Four Healthcare vs Health Insurance
Chapter 17 Three Kinds of Healthcare
Chapter 18 Life Span and Life Expectancy
Chapter 19 Addiction

Part Five Relationships and Civility
Chapter 20 Parenting Skills
Chapter 21 Families First
Chapter 22 Trust
Chapter 23 Communication Skills
Chapter 24 Character Development
Chapter 25 Responsibility and Respect

Part Six The Way the World Can Be
Chapter 26 Historical Perspective on Future Events and Global Warming



Source: World Economic Forum
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/01/future-of-work-tk-top-trends-from-davos/

Of all the pressing issues today, each one can be fixed without anger. The challenge is

taking the necessary actions to effect change. Tolstoy wrote,

“Everyone thinks of changing the world, but no one thinks of changing himself.”

That concept is the foundation of this new course

Our new century has brought us incredible new inventions, technologies, and a faster
pace than anyone could ever imagine. Along with these new emerging opportunities a vast
list of challenges, problems, and pressing issues come along as roadblocks to stand in your
way. Problems fuel great entrepreneurs and thought leaders that will shape what’s next.

When the World Economic Forum met in Davos, a host of CEO’s laid out the issues
and called for answers. In one meeting, IBM CEO Ginni Rometty says there is a significant
skills gap and job insecurity fears are real. She said, “When we talk of a skills crisis, I
really do believe that 100 % of jobs will change.”

She continued to say that the crisis is not impossible to overcome with the development
of a new education and career model. She calls this new paradigm the “New collar, not
blue collar or white collar.” This means investing in skills development and responding in
real time to changing skills and breaking free from traditional models of recruiting those
with 4-year and advanced degrees.People with advanced business and interpersonal skills
will be the new demand.

As the conference continued, Jack Ma, Executive Chairman Alibaba Group Holding
stated, "When I hire people, I hire the people who are smarter than I am. People who four,
five years later could be my boss. People who are positive and who never give up."

The best people are optimistic and don't complain, he says.
France's Minister of Labour, Muriel Pénicaud said, "Today access to capital is easier

than access to skills," and continued, "Many of our citizens think they are victims of
globalization and technology. When you are not in the driving seat, change is always a
threat. You need to be in the driving seat, you need to be able to choose your future."



Is it fair to ask the wealthy to support those that envy what they have? Of course taking care of

people in need due to misfortune is the right thing to do. But, the topic of income inequality is an
issue that divides those that have and those that want to have it all without earning the results on
their own. There is a major challenge at the heart of this issue. In the program Get Abundance,
Peter Diamandis discusses how our attitudes are the basis for the argument.

Joe Vitale Abundance Paradigm presents a new point of view on the scarcity paradigm
explains why the idea that ‘they have it and I don’t’ is only a victimhood excuse.

Melanie Brown in Attaining Personal Greatness describes greatness rare as diamonds.
Martin S. Fridson explains why the idea that only the rich get richer is missing the risk-reward

skill set in Think Like a Billionaire. Harry S. Dent touches on the topic of free healthcare in How
to Prosper During the Global Meltdown.

It’s Not a new issue as we hear in a classic segment from Earl Nightingale that we featured in
another compilation program, The Secret Advantage, presenting thoughts on government
spending.

Denis Waitley continues from How to Handle Conflict and Manage Anger with a warning that
to leave conflict alone is a myth that will not fix our national debt.

Noah St. John serves an overview of character from Power Habits of Ultimate Self Confidence.
Today becoming rich and famous continues to be one of the driving goals. Brian Tracy has

more about this in Getting Rich in America.
Robert Allen explains in The Road to Wealth how having a job can lead to wealth, as he

answers, “Why do some have all the money?”
Fredric Lehrman has more answers to any problems you may have with money in Prosperity

Consciousness.
Scarcity…envy… and fear all are attitudes toward money during these turbulent times. T. Harv

Eker in one of his many sold out appearances talked about a man who has no fear when it comes
to money in this segment from Secrets of the Millionaire Mind in Turbulent Times to wrap up
Chapter One.



The doctor explained, “In America, we have 11 minutes to

see a patient, and, you know, you’re going to be empathetic,
make eye contact, enter about 100 pieces of data into the
electronic medical records system, and never commit
malpractice. It’s not possible!”

Free healthcare or Medicare for all sounds great.
Healthcare is an issue that doesn’t go away. The healthcare
issue in the news focuses on healthcare insurance…not
actual ways of improving your healthcare to live longer.
We’ll dig into that topic in a series of upcoming chapters.
For this chapter, the topic of healthcare insurance has been a
political football since health insurance was created in the
1920s.

In the early 1970s, Senator Ted Kennedy proposed a universal single-payer system,
while President Nixon countered with his own proposal. In the 90s President Clinton offered a
new proposal for a universal health insurance system. Like Nixon's plan, Clinton's relied on
mandates, both for individuals and for insurers, along with subsidies for people who could not
afford insurance The insurance industry and employers' groups fought the idea, so it died.
Harry Dent in How to Prosper During the Global Meltdown explained the issue of our
entitlements programs and the national debt and how to pay for Medicare has an impact.

The problem of the unfunded obligations, those promises already on the books if we make
no changes in our entitlement programs will continue to grow out of control. The following
series of numbers may be dizzying to follow, so we printed it out for you below.

The reason we share this is based on the teaching of Napoleon Hill who taught decades ago
to develop accurate thinking by first questioning everything. To get past the ideological
divides, it’s a good idea to drill down on the promises, understand the problem, and then work
together to find the answer. So, first, let’s understand the dynamics of the numbers ... the
revenue you and I are on the hook for unless the brightest of us can create an entrepreneurial
answer. The good news is… we can. The creative forces of entrepreneurial minds are
unlimited. Even with huge odds, the unfunded obligations in 2019 rose to an astronomical
number. The number is estimated by the government to be 122 Trillion dollars.

According to the Treasury Department, total U.S. unfunded liability includes Social
Security, Medicare, federal debt held by the public, plus federal employee and veteran
benefits. Projections indicate that could grow to 157 Trillion by 2023.



To think about this with an open and accurate mind, first answer the question, how
much is a trillion dollars?

One trillion is one thousand billions.

That bill that is coming due is based on today’s obligations the way Social Security and
Medicare are currently established. Imagine what the cost would be with Medicare for all.
How will it be paid for? The idea to raise taxes will fall short. In 2018 the total revenue
collected from all tax payers according to the CBO, was 3.3 Trillion. The government
spent 4.1 Trillion. That’s a 779 Billion dollar short fall. The big headline here is nothing
new…the government is lousy at managing money.



Some of the expenditures included 982 Billion for Social Security, 582 Billion for Medicare,
and 389 Billion for Medicaid. That is the amount paid in 2018 under the current arrangement.
That number is to take care of 62 Million people on Social Security with 51 million using
Medicare as is.

Source: Congressional Budget Office (CBO) June 2019

https://www.cbo.gov/about/privacy



Saying the government will just tax us out of this mess doesn’t add up too well either … even if
we tax the wealthiest among us. Those billionaires can’t come close. As we said, one trillion is one
thousand billions. If we tax the billionaires even a 100% tax rate, we will need 122 thousand
billionaires at 1,000 billion dollars for each trillion. In 2018 the number of billionaires in America
was 607… far short of 122 thousand. At that rate, we need about 200 years of 100% taxation from
the billionaires to get close to the obligations that have already been made. Since the government
is not the answer to creating a health care system that actually cares for your health there has to be
a better way.

There is. It comes down to responsibility for our own financial health. Universal health care
forces healthy people to pay for others' medical care. Chronic diseases, like diabetes and heart
disease, make up 85 percent of health care costs. These diseases can often be prevented with
lifestyle choices. The sickest 5 percent of the population consumes 50 percent of total health care
costs. The healthiest 50 percent consume only 3 percent of the nation's health care costs.

What if your life span is 100 plus years? How will you afford it? Eric Plasker has advice for
what we need to do in The Longevity Solution.

Politicians continue to scare us about health care costs. It is true that will reduce funding for
other programs like education and infrastructure. However, these pundits threaten a government
shutdown. How bad is that threat? Is it just a political or can the actual shutdown ruin you? In the
program How to Become Financially Free, Bill and Mary Staton address what happens when
politicians threaten us with a government shutdown.

If we are to believe in a ‘Medicare For All’ bumper
sticker, the obvious question is … How will we pay
for over 300 million Americans? It is just such
questions that create unlimited opportunities for
entrepreneurs. Even our best entrepreneurs will find
this a challenge. In 2018 it has been estimated that
Amazon's market value climbed to about $765
billion, almost $3 billion more than what Google is
worth. Still, with 122 Trillion promised, we will need
another 159 Amazons and 150 more search engines
the size of Google paying 100% of their gross values.

A closer look is needed.



The problem mentioned earlier about the doctor getting tired of the day to day is not limited.
The issue is widespread. The one payer system sold as ‘Medicare For All’ empowers
Governments to limit payment amounts to keep costs low. Doctors have less incentive to
provide quality care if they aren't well paid. They might spend less time per patient to keep
their costs down. One example of the unintended consequences of what sounds like a good idea
is the electronic medical records plan. It sounds good on paper to have all your records easily
accessible from a database. However, the system as is has burned through $36 billion of your
money in software that does not work. America has little to show for its investment. Physicians
complain about the number of hours spent clicking, typing and trying to navigate them —
which is more than the hours they spend with patients. In recent years, “physician burnout” has
skyrocketed meaning it will get harder and harder to keep the doctor you want. Planning a
viable healthcare system that really takes care of your health, and not just another failed
attempt at a different approach to health insurance. One of our experts that knows insurance is
Art Williams, founder of A.L. Williams which is now the billion dollar insurance giant
Primmerica speaks to fear and worry in the best seller, How To Beat Talent Brains and
Education.

The best way to avoid worry over any healthcare program is to stay healthy. Mark Victor
Hansen makes this point clear in Dreams Don’t Have Deadlines.

There’s no reason to assume a deadline on your lifespan when you can plan and prepare of a
100 plus year life span as Dr. Eric Plasker prescribes. However, some things can not be avoided
such as the illness and loss of a loved one. Today, there is an epidemic of huge proportion and
no healthcare plan on the planet prepares you for Alzheimer’s.

Alzheimer's disease is currently ranked as the sixth leading cause of death in the United
States, but recent estimates indicate that the disorder may rank third, just behind heart
disease and cancer, as a cause of death for older people. It seems as if it is a new problem, but it
was first named in 1906. And like the disease another topic seems new, but has been around
since the earliest days of socialism. It was even a hot topic when Earl Nightingale was on the
radio everyday, and he addressed socialized medicine and the failures of the system decades
ago.

As we move on from our healthcare programs packed the fear of illness and death a line
from Shakespeare comes to mind…

A carrion Death, within whose empty eye
There is a written scroll! I'll read the writing.
All that glitters is not gold.

Our healthcare programs may not be all they promise and the envy of the rich that glitters
with riches and fame starts off our next series on chapters.

Sources:

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2019/01/10/unfunded_govt_liabilities_--
_our_ticking_time_bomb.html



What does the word fair mean? Is it fair to ask the wealthy

to support those that envy what they have? Of course taking
care of people in need due to misfortune is the right thing to
do. But, the topic of income inequality is an issue that
divides those that have and those that want to have it all
without earning the results on their own. There is a major
challenge at the heart of this issue. In the program Get
Abundance, Peter Diamandis discusses how our attitudes are
the basis for the argument.

Does extraordinary abundance mean you may become a billionaire? If you do, why do you
want a billion and what would you do with it? If you have talent a a great idea the question may
be why not? In the program Think Like a Billionaire, Martin Fridson asks this question, “Are you
satisfied with your income and the money you have?”

In the Secret of Attracting Money to end your thoughts of income inequality, Joe Vitale
suggests writing your money biography. Jim Warner continues this self evaluation to get unstuck
about any ideas you may have about money in his best seller When Having It All, Isn’t Enough.

One of the major obstacles to becoming all you can and want to be is debt. Debt is the jail that
keeps under earners from earning what they deserve to get on a equal playing field with
successful wealth builders. In the program The Abundant Life, Jerrold Mundis explains the fact
about wealth is not how much you make, but how much you owe in debt.

Student loans, big screen TVs, the latest smart phone are all drivers of consumer debt in
America which is over 14 Trillion dollars and growing. Brian Tracy teaches more about the
problem of debt in the program Getting Rich in America. He says there are four steps all self
made millionaires who started with nothing are able to do.

At the root of this great division that dominates the discussion about income inequality begin
with the fact that success is not the result of good luck. Denis Waitley and Reni Witt explain
more in the course, The Joy of Working.

Trying and persistence will close the gap on your personal thoughts about income inequality.
But, what about the facts about poverty in America? Can attitude really change the statistics?

We’ll begin a discussion about that in our next chapter.



There are some scary headlines today about poverty and one specific statistic the pundits toss

around about the millions of American that are just one paycheck away from poverty.
Politicians love this because politicians make a living out of fear. Face it. Fear sells. Are we
really one paycheck away from poverty as we run up our credit cards, lease that new BMW,
and get the fourth big screen TV? Depending on what chart you Google, the statistics vary
widely so defining what poverty is a challenge. Maybe we should approach the issue from the
other viewpoint. How do you define wealth? Fredric Lehrman takes this up in the program
Prosperity Consciousness.

Feelings over money and how much one has and
another can be magnified by world events. In The
Abundance Paradigm, Joe Vitale says we can become
immune to that. Focusing on oneself can lead to
freedom.

Too much information, especially that of the news coverage can
lead to a major loss. Bill Staton explains in the program How to
Become Financially Free.

Being free from the idea that you are being held back instead of blaming others for their
success is key to overcoming the poverty trap. In doing this, you can become free from under
earning as Jerold Mundis teaches in the course, The Abundant Life.

Instead of denying the fact that anyone can choose opportunity over envy and blame, why
not assume you too can become a lot richer than you are. In the next few chapters we are
moving into the area of building your wealth and more ways to escape the negative poverty
trap.



Instead of denying the fact that anyone can choose opportunity over envy and blame, why not

assume you too can become a lot richer than you are. In the program Getting Rich in America,
Brian Tracy lays out five ways to get rich. One of the ways to get rich is to start your own
business. Here are three facts about that choice not included in the audio program:

The U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) reports that more than 50% of
Americans either own or work for a small business.

According to the SBA, small businesses create about 2 out of 3 new jobs in the U.S. each
year.

According to American Express, from 1997 to 2017, the number of women-
owned businesses have increased 114% compared to the overall national growth rate of
44% for all businesses.

Other than starting your own business, the
monthly bills that drive you crazy may be the
very diamonds in your own backyard to start
you on the path to riches. Once debts are
under control, you have a major decision to
make if you want to be wealthy. Thomas
Schweich explains in Crashproof Your Life.

The key factor in any investment that leads to wealth comes in two words; cash flow. Bill
and Mary Staton created a course about this called How To Become Financially Free, Bill
talks about cash flow, and Mary has factors to help make better decisions on what
investments are best.

Focusing on what’s right for you is the key, and Jerrold Mundis in The Abundant Life
states that one of the focuses includes realizing you already have a great to start building
wealth.

Learn More, Source: https://www.sba.gov/



To become wealthy, how you begin starts with one powerful principle that Brian Tracy

learned from Napoleon Hill and found that idea to be a life changer. Brian shares the story in
the program Getting Rich in America.

In addition to the Napoleon Hill principle, Brian mentioned the concept of developing a
prosperity consciousness. That is such an important topic that Fredric Lehrman created a
complete course titled Prosperity Consciousness where he advises to stop worrying about
money.

Does the ability to stop worrying about money pull you closer to the wealth you want? One
of the worries about money is not earning what you are worth. In The Abundant Life Jerrold
Mundis offers the clue that states, do not work for less than you are worth.

Once you are free from under earning, what’s next? Investments. Is money everything you
think it is? In the best seller Born to Win, Zig Ziglar talks about money and true happiness.

That idea about losing it all can happen. Even financial geniuses can lose. In the program
Secrets of Ten Great Geniuses, Tony Alessandra discusses two contemporary financial
geniuses, Peter Lynch and Jack Welch.



We have been adding decimal points and digits to the pile of personal debt for years to

create four trillion dollars in consumer debt. That’s just about the size of the entire GDP of Japan
where all those new cars come from.

Four trillion is a lot and here’s how Americans borrow so
much:

Credit cards eat up a little over a one trillion.

Nearly three trillion in non-revolving debt which
includes things like college loans and car payments.

Debt for your neighbors has climbed in double digits
since 2013, and that does not include mortgage debt.

Those house payments add another nine trillion to the debt
Americans will owe the banker.

Approaching fourteen trillion in debt meaning we all owe a
sum nearly bigger than the GDP of China. All of this is
personal debt. That’s the debt that grows every time you
swipe your smart phone at Starbucks for a five dollar coffee
increasing the debt to four trillion and five dollars. For those
that push for wealth distribution this should be alarming, since
the only thing left to distribute is debt; not wealth.

Jerrold Mundis has the best advice on this topic in The Abundant Life.
Debt on a much larger scale is the National Debt now over twenty two trillion. Harry

Dent is an expert on this topic. In How To Prosper During the Global Meltdown he shares
advice about the mounting national debt and the GDP.

With the national debt now over 22 Trillion, we need more Billionaires! How do you
get there at any age? In the program The Late Start Investor, John Wasik has advice.

Will Rogers was one to give advice. In the program How To Become Financially Free,
Mary Staton talks about that.

Source:

https://www.debt.org/faqs/americans-in-debt/

http://datatopics.worldbank.org/world-development-indicators/



Jobs and employment is always a top of mind

issue at anytime…both in good and bad jobs
markets. In the previous chapters we addressed
money, abundance, income, and raising money.
When it comes to raising money, we hear a lot
about Go Fund Me pages and crowd sourcing
on social media and dedicated websites. Crowd
funding has created the opportunity for
entrepreneurs to raise hundreds of thousands or
millions of dollars from anyone with money to
invest.

Crowd funding has created the opportunity for entrepreneurs to raise hundreds of
thousands or millions of dollars from anyone with money to invest. Crowd funding
provides a forum to anyone with an idea to pitch it in front of waiting investors. Crowd
funding websites such as Kickstarter more than 160,000 projects have been successfully
funded on the crowd funding site, with more than $4.2 billion dollars. The same concept of
using crowds can be a way to use social media to find the best that in some cases will work
for free. In the program Get Abundance, Peter Diamandis teaches how that is
accomplished.

The challenge in crowd sourcing or any other tool for recruiting is to make the right
match for the job that needs to be done. Hiring from a much larger set of background
experiences and diversity can sometimes be a better choice. So, how do you dig through
the resumes to uncover the results? In the program Talent Rules, Lou Adler has the answer.

What if you are in the position of hiring someone that has been fired? Can that be a
benefit instead of a loss? What happens if you are fired and you have to rebrand yourself?
This is all good when it comes to hiring from a broader range of backgrounds. For a
positive point of view on this, Dan Miller has advice in the program, Dream Job.

Beginning a plan to get a better life may lead you to working from home either as self
employed or in a job based on tele-commuting. So if you fire yourself to go it on your own,
what assets do you have? That will be covered in our next chapter.

Source:

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/crowdfunding.asp



In 2016, only one in four of the thirty two plus million businesses in the United

States had paid employees.
That means the remaining 76.2

percent of establishments were non-
employers or establishments that
don’t have any paid employees.
They outsource to others which has
created an army of self employed
individuals that may work from
home.

If you are an expert in some field, you may be better off selling your skills to
other businesses as Harry Dent says in How To Prosper During the Global Meltdown,
knowledge is your best asset.

Building that asset of knowledge has little to do with where you start. Guy
Kawasaki was born in a tough neighborhood in Honolulu but graduated from
Stanford and become one of the gurus at Apple. He became a columnist, best selling
author as well as founding a number of businesses. In the program, You Inc, Terri
Lonier interviewed Guy Kawasaki about his experiences of moving from corporation
to entrepreneur.

A key mindset that Terri teaches is to think of yourself as a free agent, which is
perfect of you decide to sell you services as you work from home. We all have heard
the term free agent, and Robert Allen in The Road to Wealth explains more.

Dan Miller adds more detail in Dream Job.
The only way to become a free agent and to move into that arena where you can

call the shots from your home office is to leverage your skills. Brian Tracy in Million
Dollar Habits teaches ways to leverage your skills.

One of the fears of working on your own from home is the fear of under earning
since you are on your own. The fear of passive under earning is tackles by Jerrold
Mundis in The Abundant Life.

Time have changed and the definition of the demographics at work are creating
more opportunities to work from home. In Talent Rules, Lou Adler has an overview
of these changes.

With all these new changes, can you find job satisfaction? The answer is revealed
in our next chapter.

Source:

https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2018/09/three-fourths-nations-businesses-do-not-have-
paid-employees.html



The assessment of job satisfaction through employee

anonymous surveys became commonplace in the 1930s.
That’s hard to imagine that in a time of no jobs and long
breadlines some companies were concerned with the
happiness of the workers. Most would be happy to take
any job. The signs being held up were not protest signs,
those sign read ‘Will work for food.’

Today, One of the most important aspects of an
individual’s work in a modern organization
concerns the management of communication
demands that he or she encounters on the job.
Endless emails, text messages, expected
response time measure in seconds and job
dissatisfaction becomes real.

There are ways to overcome the pressures. Self determination to be happy is fundamental
and that starts with self discipline according to Reni Witt in the program she co-wrote with
Denis Waitley, The Joy of Working.

Psychological well-being in the workplace plays an important role in determining job
satisfaction. This has attracted much research attention in recent years concerning job
satisfaction as well as job performance. A key dynamic is the passion one has for their job.
Peter Diamandis talks about this in his course, Get Abundance.

Don’t wait to make a career out of what you love. The feeling that comes with the
question, “What if?” plagues many millions and that can lead to anger and frustration. Denis
Waitley in How to Handle Conflict and Manage Anger addresses the importance of not
missing opportunities.

Even while working for someone else, there are opportunities that you do not want to
miss. In the program, You, Inc, Terri Lonier teaches how to spot opportunities at work.

Although prior to that time there was the beginning of interest in employee attitudes,
there were only a handful of studies published. In 1935 one study focused explicitly on
job satisfaction that is affected by both the nature of the job and relationships with

coworkers and supervisors.



One of the problems associated with harassment is the idea of force. In the program
Secrets of Power Persuasion, Roger Dawson teaches that force no longer works in an
environment rich with job satisfaction.

Finding happiness and job satisfaction requires work. More on that from Zig Ziglar in
the Born to Win course.

Our ideas about work and jobs gets passed down. And, that can be dangerous. Earl
Nightingale addressed that in Our Changing World.

Creating the right workplace requires leadership and that is the topic of our next
chapter.

What about doing what most would

call routine jobs? Fredric Lehrman
discusses meaningful work in

Prosperity Consciousness.

To transform your work into something more joyful, Michael Masterson offers the
suggestion to ask for a raise in The Seven Years to Seven Figures System

All the raises you can ever imagine do not make
up for a problem that has been around a long time,
most likely will be around as well and it puts many
at a disadvantage. The Me Too movement has
drawn significant attention to workplace
harassment. While sexual harassment accounts for
forty-five percent of claims to the Equal
Employment Commission, there are many types of
harassment. Physical, emotional, and other forms as
well creates a hostile workplace and an epidemic of
high turnover. These claims cost millions. In the
program Protect Your Wealth, Thomas Schweick
addresses the problem.



Two big issues considered for our Fix course

include automation and world trade. Tech-driven
manufacturing scares many to think robots will take
all the jobs. The truth is automation is good for
businesses and consumers. This brave new world
creates new opportunities for skilled leaders that
can embrace change and capitalize in those
changes. In addition to technology, major shift on a
global scale requires new approaches to leadership.
International Trade has grown remarkably over the
last century into a global economic system that is
one of the most important developments of the last
century. Over the last two centuries trade has
grown remarkably, completely transforming the
global economy. Today about one fourth of total
global production is exported. Understanding this
transformative process is important because trade
has generated gains, but it has also had important
distributional consequences. Globalization started
in the 19th century, and really took off after the
Second World War.

In the program The Uncommon Leader, Clay Sherman explains what happened when

management could not keep up with change.
To make a difference we have to become more influential. Tony Jeary in Communication

Mastery calls to explain the why.
The power of why can be a factor in the hiring process to establish the vision statement of

your business as a leader. Today there are a number of challenges and Lou Adler in Talent Rules
explains some of the problems and the opportunities those problems generate to find better
candidates.

Facing the new challenges requires a basic skill that Brian Tracy explains in Million Dollar
Habits.

On this topic of leadership in our changing world, Peter Diamandis make the case for three
major factors in the course, Get Abundance.

Great leaders set clear expectations and expect results. We’ll go over some of these principles
in our next chapter.



When you focus on your goals, ambitions, vision, and expectations do you say to yourself, “I

want to be great” or do you say in the affirmative, “I will be great?”

Then, the former People Magazine Editor Landon
Jones used the title to coin the term Baby Boomers in
1980 in the book Great Expectations and the Baby
Boom Generation and that generation had much higher
expectations. Today the Baby Boomers have made
way for Millennials and Generations X to Y. Instead
of great expectations, what is needed today are clear
expectations.

The classic Dickens novel Great Expectations has fascinated
audiences since the 1800s and the ambition of the main
character was to become a blacksmith.

We all have expectations for our own lives and in the work place, we have to set clear
expectations for others. In the course Attaining Personal Greatness, Melanie Brown presents
her case for the expectation of greatness.

In the Joy of Working Reni Witt and Denis Waitley talk about those who expect perfection.
Of course, not seeking perfection does not mean to not go after excellence. Clay Sherman

in The Uncommon Leader explains.
If you wait for conditions to be perfect, you will never get anything done. That doesn’t

mean to just shoot from the hip with no planning. In the program Million Dollar Habits, Brian
Tracy teaches strategic planning and ways to speed up the process.

Discussion about planning and expectations bring up the topic of setting goals. In the
program Coaching from the Heart with Coach Don Shula and Ken Blanchard, Ken says too
much time setting goals instead of how to accomplish them.

More on the topic of spending too much times on goals is expressed in the program Protect
Your Wealth with Thomas Schweich.

When hiring, expectations are that the people you hire will do what is expected. Just as
there are positives and negatives, candidates will always emphasize what they feel are their
own positives. Lou Adler in Talent Rules warns there is a major difference in good candidates
and good employees.

So, what happens when a new hire fails to do what is expected? You may consider rewards
and punishments. But, does that work today? Roger Dawson has the answer in Secrets of
Power Persuasion.

Having the right expectations and getting what you expect comes down to training. That is
our topic for the next chapter.



That’s a quote from Mike Rowe who you may remember as the host of ‘Dirty Jobs’ on TV.

Since then he has been leading the charge to help generate training for skilled workers to fill the
skills gap in America. He says that, “Over the last 30 years, America has convinced itself that
the best path for the most people is an expensive, four-year degree. Pop culture has glorified the
“corner office job” while unintentionally belittling the jobs that helped build the corner office.
As a result, our society has devalued any other path to success and happiness. Community
colleges, trade schools, and apprenticeship programs are labeled as “alternative.”

"America is lending money
it doesn't have to kids who
can’t pay it back to train
them for jobs that no
longer exist. That’s nuts.”

Today, the skills gap is wider than it’s ever been. The cost
of college tuition has soared faster than the cost of food,
energy, real estate, and health care. Student loan debt is
the second highest consumer debt category in the United
States with more than 44 million borrowers who
collectively owe more than $1.5 trillion. According to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, there are more than 7 million
jobs available across the country, the majority of which
don’t require a four-year degree.”

In addition to the information that Mike shares, there is a lot more to fixing this skills gap.
High-quality workforce training can help workers get good jobs, improve the efficiency of
businesses, and boost productivity in the economy. Workers have little room in their budgets to
pay for more training

We begin this chapter with Laurence Martel in the course Real Intelligence and a
discussion about negative and positive learning.

So why do some thoughts fail you? That’s a question for Noah St. John to answer in The
Power Habits System.

Expressing yourself is only powerful when others follow along with your point of view.
An understanding of our own word processing is key and is a subject of interest to Tony
Jeary in Communication Mastery.

There are power techniques that have been researched to help in this training exercise to
attract bigger and better opportunities in the workforce. Melanie Brown has examples in
Attaining Personal Greatness.

Workforce training does not begin or end when the candidate becomes and employee. The
work ethic begins at a young age and is determined by our self image. Having expectations
of chores, lessons about how to do things last for life. In the program How to Build Your
Child’s Self Esteem, Denis Waitley explains the importance of self esteem and the workforce.
This early learning is a challenge to our educational system and that is the issue to address in
our next chapter.



One of the hottest topics is our education system and the debate about the value of an advanced

degree considering the cost to get one. In February, 2019 a study reported the educational level of
American adults is on the rise as more college graduates go on to earn a master’s degree,
professional and doctoral degrees. Since 2000, those with a master’s degree have doubled to 21
million. With so many people attaining such high levels of education, why do so many people
fail? Zig Ziglar in Born to Win has some answers.

When taking Zig’s advice and launching into more self help study, realize there is more to
becoming successful. Noah St. John explains this in The Power Habits System.

One of the credentials that has been sought after by entrepreneurs is the MBA. Several million
are in the market and over 200,000 are awarded every year. Do you have what it take to compete?
Earning a Master's in Business Administration (MBA) can help professionals enhance their
career opportunities. On the other hand, an MBA from a top business school can cost nearly
$100,000. U.S. business schools are seeing a major drop in applications. According to a survey of
1,087 graduate business programs at 363 business schools by the Graduate Management
Admission Council, 70 percent of two-year full-time MBA programs in the United States saw a
decline in application volume this year. There may be better ways to edge out the competition. In
the program Get Abundance, Peter Diamandis teaches the ‘Mini M B A’ course not taught in
schools.

The real world can be the best education. T. Harv Eker in Secrets of the Millionaire Mind in
Turbulent Times shares his story for proof.

The people you study is determined many times just by your environment around you when
you grew up. This doesn’t have to stop you as your education can expand many times by moving
into a new circle of wealthy people who can teach you. In the program, The Seven Years to Seven
Figures System Michael Masterson shares his personal story about his circumstances and
growing.

Adults can spend their lives assuming they can not escape their circumstances. Wally Amos
works with a group who’s mission is to teach adults to read. In the program The Power in You he
speaks of the literary volunteers of America and how they are helping many overcome all odds.

From learning to read, to learning to become an author can be done. Gary Goodman is just
such a teacher. He makes a point about learning to write and how some teacher may have held
too many back in his program Crystal Clear Communications. Education or experience; which
will get you more of what you want? That’s in our next chapter.



Learning how to do something or

actually doing what you are trained to
do can be at extreme ends of the
spectrum of success and failure.

People love to say that knowledge is power, but it is what you do with knowledge that
creates wisdom and success. In the program Re-Evaluating Your Life, Matt Oechsli discusses
knowledge, IQ, and brain power.

In The Power Habits System, Noah St. John continues to build on an earlier topic he spoke
of as he explains why knowing how to do something is not enough.

Education and experience should lead to wise decisions based on knowledge. But, how do
we get to achieving wisdom? In the course Joy of Working, with Denis Waitley and Reni Witt,
Reni begins to explain wisdom.

Education can boost intelligence, but what about the threat of artificial intelligence
knocking us out of the way to gain experiences? In the program Get Abundance, Peter
Diamandis explains Moore’s law and what that means to the emerging field of A I; Artificial
Intelligence.

The one thing all those servers can not do is to experience desire. That unique human
feeling pulls us further and further into an unknown future where our experiences and
education are the stepping stones toward greatness. The desire for mastery is a topic addressed
by Gary Goodman in the program How to Get Paid Far More Than You Are Worth.

Visualization of that big car can be a motivator. Visualization is a major topic not taught in
schools, but many best sellers address it. In Maximum Confidence, Jack Canfield explains how
visualization techniques can perform the nearly impossible.

The man Jack referred to, Gerald Jampolsky in the best seller, Love if Letting Go of Fear,
says that creation of the vision comes from your inner voice.

Getting the horse before the cart is about getting the education and leading your
experiences to where you want to go. When are we free of that process? As the child annoys
the parent, ‘Are we there yet’… we have to learn this about education. It should never end.
Lifelong learning is the topic in our next chapter.

Getting the horse before the cart is about getting the
education and leading your experiences to where you
want to go. When are we free of that process? As the
child annoys the parent, ‘Are we there yet’… we have
to learn this about education. It should never end.
Lifelong learning is the topic in our next chapter.



There has never been a better time to expand your thinking and

embrace lifelong learning with so many new innovations to deliver
vast amounts of information in just seconds. And sometime,
seconds is all it takes. Since most people do not have the time or
desire to enroll in formal classes to grow, your classroom may be
your smart phone, Web videos, apps, and other tools of
technology. Subjects may last anywhere from a few seconds – the
time it might take to answer a quiz question, for example – to 15
to 20 minutes – the time it might take to watch a video, or listen to
one of the many chapters that make up our various compilation
programs from Nightingale Conant’s best sellers.

In Million Dollar Habits the idea of lifelong learning is taught by Brian Tracy. In this
segment, he describes how knowledge is the new currency of success.

One thing that is wise is to keep a journal of these accomplishments. It not proves to others
how valuable you are. But it is also a vital part of lifelong learning. Jim Rohn says it is wise to
take notes. In the Art of Exceptional Living he says this is a lifelong practice of the super rich.

Noah St John continues this topic from Power Habits of Ultimate Self Confidence as he
explains why journals are so important in developing the right habits. Lifelong learning is all
about independent thought and not following others. The process is a long journey as Laurence
Martel explains in Real Intelligence.

One step at a time? Or something more? With all the technology we mentioned earlier,
lifelong learning does not have to be one step at a time according to Peter Diamandis in Get
Abundance.

Lifelong leaning does not stop with age. In the program, Attaining Personal Greatness,
Melanie Brown explains that change is possible at all ages.

How long will you take to wait to get started on a course of lifelong learning? It comes
down to keep a promise to figure out how to learn more and not just memorize facts. John
Powers explains a great way to approach this in the Five Disciplines of Powerful People.

Education is just one of the many current issues that need to be fixed. We can’t wait for
politicians to deliver on their promises. Take healthcare as an example. In the next few chapters
we will address that issue.



We hear a constant talk about “healthcare”. The promise of free healthcare or universal one

payer healthcare have become political bumper stickers that have little to do with the way
you take care of your health.

That’s why in these chapters of The Fix we are dealing with the aspects of care, how to care for
your health, and not debate the best way to pay for it. In the program, Five Forces of Wellness,
Mark Hyman describes three kinds of medicine.

With three levels of medicine comes three levels of diet. We have another expert named Mark
for this. Mark David in Mind Body Nutrition explains.

Choosing what we want requires responsibility. In a world where we have more control we
become more responsible for staying healthy in the fits place. Joan Borysenko teaches self
assessment in the Power of the Mind to Heal.

Many speak of mind, body, spirit as a means of healing and preventing disease. In some cases,
all three are called into play as described in Divine Dialogue with Ron Roth.

Is cause and effect a principle factor in creating better health? David Hawkins discusses this
and the power of letting go in The Discovery.

If you knew you will live to be a hundred years old, how would you prepare? That’s coming
up in our next chapter.

The fact is, Healthcare and health
insurance are two completely different
things. Focusing on health insurance as
the driver for rising cost of medical care
creates the confusion. Healthcare
includes the actions we take for enjoying
good health for mind and body. Health
insurance is a means to offset the cost of
that good health. It’s the doctors, nurses,
dentists, therapists, hospitals, and drug
companies that set the prices.



In 1776 when a red headed President of the
United States signed the Declaration of
Independence, the average life expectancy
was 35 years old. At that rate Millennials
would be in a nursing home.

Age
100
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75 73
70 71
65 66
60
55
50 58
45
40 41
35 35 35
30

Year 1800 1850 1900 1950 1970 1990 2001

Life Expectancy Over Time in USA

In 1960 the Baby Boomers expected an average of 60 years. A hundred years later the expert
researchers that study these things say the average will be in the 90’s. That’s average. However, in
2012 the United Nations reported that over 300,000 people were over 100. If that moves the scale
for you, Eric Plasker on The Longevity Solution asks, “What you would do if you knew you could
add decades to your life all the way past 100?”

Source: https://ourworldindata.org/life-expectancy

We are living longer because of new ways of approaching how we care for ourselves. Mark
Hyman explains in the Five Forces of Wellness.

Our life style has the potential of changing the way we go to the doctor. David Hawkins
explains a really powerful way of healing in the best seller, titled Healing.

Even with the power of new ways to heal, the idea of getting older brings up many fears.
Dianne Cirincione in the program she created with Gerald Jampolsky, Aging With Attitude, says
that we do not have to be afraid.

Even if we make the target of living past 100, the topic of death will not go away. First, if you
live to be over 100, most of the people you know or care about will die first and your calendar
will fill up with dates of funerals. On the subject of death, Bernie Siegel teaches a way to die
peacefully in his program Life, Hope, and Healing.

One of the health concerns today is addiction and we will get into that in our next chapter.



ddiction is a major issue

because it is a social
problem that causes death.

But, it is not just the opioid
epidemic or Fentanyl over doses.
It is easy to get addiction to just
about anything. Alcohol, food
addiction, online addiction, the list
goes on. The problem does not

come without warning.

The National Institute on Drug Abuse has a website loaded with current alerts. Some things
you may think are safe, may not be. The NIDA says, “While the existing data show
promise, it is still too soon to tell whether and for whom CBD will be effective. Like most
medical treatments, it doesn’t seem to work for everyone. Plus, in the current unregulated
market, may be of questionable quality and content. As further examples of the warnings,
the popularity of vaping those electric cigarettes may cause seizures. Reaching for the CBD
oil drops to kick back with the extract from marijuana. Other uses of synthetic cannabinoids
may come with a secret ingredient found in rat poison and this stuff is on sale at your local
convenience store. So what can be done?

Scary TV commercials
showing a scrambled egg to
illustrate your brain on
drugs has been on some
form of media since 1987.
And, the drug war costing
billions and wiping out
more people in one year
than the total lost in the
Vietnam War goes on.



Sources:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opioid_epidemic_in_the_United_States

https://drugfree.org/

Choice is the key. In the program the Longevity Solution, Eric Plasker makes a point about

choice and how we use our energy to beat addictions.
Why do people continue to choose to do harmful things? Feeling burnt out and always hungry

creates the source for another epidemic. In Vital Living from the Inside Out, John Abdo talks
about foods that cure fatigue.

Another way to cut fatigue is to find something fun or funny each day. While some people get
addicted to being online or tied to some device, it may be a good thing to you find a funny
YouTube video once in a while. In the Pleasure Principle Paul Pearsall taught that a good laugh
is like doing laugh laps to work out any anxieties.

One of the big concerns about addictions

is what happens to our children when they
become addicted. A report in 2018 shared
some encouraging news that may reassure
parents that there is hope to keep kids away
from addictions. Many parents and educators
worry about the amount of time kids spend on
the internet assume that when children or
teenagers are not in school, they spend hours
in front of a computer or phone. That may be
changing. According to a Census Bureau
report out today, children are just as involved
in extracurricular activities today as they were
about 15 years ago.

When it comes to sports, they are actually even more engaged than they were in the last
decade. Helping your kids get involved in actions keeps them motivated according to Wayne
Dyer in What Do You Really Want For Your Children.

Love for life is more important today than ever. News stories are scary about the number
of teen suicides on the rise. In fact, it is hard to believe that here in America with all of our
unlimited opportunity suicide over all is one of the leading causes of death according to the
National Institute of Mental Health. In our next chapters we will address the social impacts of
civility, trust, and families.



Parenting skills can no longer be taken for granted. Using technology as

the most convenient and inexpensive baby sitter will not get the job done.
There is a lot to this and most of what we do comes down to common
sense. We all want to be good parents and that is a challenge. Morton &
Majorie Shaevitz layout the end result plan in How To Have a Happy
Family.

The first of the four principles is self esteem and Denis Waitley is one
of the most respected experts on self esteem. Denis lays the groundwork
with statistics about the current condition of raising children in his course,
How to Build Your Childs Self Esteem.

There is a challenge today when it comes to moral
responsibility. What kids see online should not be left to
chance. While playing ‘how many people can we kill
today’ while being isolated in the basement is not the
child’s responsibility. It is not just the big screen video
game played on X Box, it could be the triple XXX sites
on phones, tablets, and social media secreted away in a
teen’s bedroom. The choice of distractions are limitless.
In the program The New Raising Positive Kids in a

Negative World, Zig Ziglar addressed this issue.

Deal with them was the way parents at one time helped kids grow. They knew the most
valuable gift was not a new thousand dollar phone but time. Time to talk. Time to listen. The
dinner table today whether at home or in a booth at a diner is a great place to start. The no texting
zone once established creates a new dimension of contact…and contact is everything. That
doesn’t mean that online time can not be productive. In the program Get Abundance, Peter
Diamandis shares a true story how bored kids, a video game, and a spark of genius while
spending time together created a new opportunity. It’s amazing where inspiration comes from.
The ideas can be good as in the example of tapping the imagination of a child, or they can be bad
such as the wring examples we set. What can be at the root cause of so much negativity today?
Can these divisive times be traced back to childhood? There was an experiment conducted by a
college that sought to prove what impact the things we say and do can have. In the program
Maximum Confidence, Jack Canfield explains.

On the concept of listening, Wayne Dyer taught that we need to encourage kids to question
everything in What Do You Really Want For Your Children.

It comes down to who is responsible. In the Five Disciplines of Powerful People, John Powers
explains responsibility that has to be addressed at any age. Leading by example, listening and
spending time together is the way to put families first. This will be the focus of our next chapter.



We have often heard that 50 percent of marriages fail and end up in

divorce. That is misleading as professions or the lack of one are the
major drivers of divorce rates. Out of work people tend to split more.
People in the medical or religious oriented professions have far
fewer divorces. On the other end some of the professions with the
highest divorce rates are bar tenders and flight attendants.

It is popular today to preach passion for your dream to come true, but at what cost?
What happens when you get the corner office but have no family to come home to and
celebrate your victories? Morton & Majorie Shaevitz How To Have a Happy Family
emphasize what is means to be too busy for my family. Morton presents the dangers of
being ‘too busy for my family.’ In the program Think Like a Billionaire, Martin Fridson
uses Sam Walton as an example of making both work.

Zig Ziglar made it clear that no amount of fame and

fortune was worth more than his family in the program
Courtship After Marriage. As important as the family is,
there is still a great deal of envy when it comes to the
money others may have. Matt Oechsli addresses this is in
Re-Evaluating Your Life.

Instead of envy, what if the idea to help one another rises to the top? Denis Waitley
addresses this principle in The Double Win. Loving athletics can be a major factor when
motivating your kids, and there is some good news. There is a ton of evidence Why
Extracurricular Activities Matter. As mentioned in an earlier chapter, there has been growing
concern that smart phones, tablets and other computer devices are stealing away our children as
they spend more time on screens than on sports fields. A survey states that things are not that
bad as it reports that 42 percent of our teens were involved in sports in 2014, compared to 36
percent in 1998. As Denis said that goals are about being all that we can be there are times
when each of us may miss certain goals.

What happens when goals do not come true on the field or otherwise? John Wasik tackles
this in the Late Start Investor program. Not making goals can be a stress factor on families and
there are many distractions today that can draw our attention away from family first.

Today’s family structures are so varied that in of itself creates challenges. In the program
How To Have a Happy Family, Morton & Majorie Shaevitz address this issue. In addition to
missing moments with our families, time taken away at work presents another threat. One of
those threats may be emotions that can develop away from home when you are at work.
Emotions on the job and the impact on work, romance, and family are discussed with Thomas
Schweich in the course Protect Your Wealth.

Where does trust come into play? We’ll talk about ways to fix that issue in our next chapter.



hat partners say to each other either

builds trust or creates doubt. The
actions that follow the words create the
thoughts of trust or suspicion.

The things we say and do brings out emotions in others. It
can be dangerous to any relationship. In How To Be a No
Limit Person, Wayne Dyer talks about one of the most
dangerous emotions.

Another stumbling block that can destroy relationships
is anger. Denis Waitley addresses this in How to Handle

Conflict and Manage Anger.

It is easy to express anger when someone disappoints you. Whether it’s a child that
drives you crazy, or a partner that says one thing and does another, here is one powerful
answer to this dilemma. Roger Dawson in Secrets of Power Persuasion explains.

When it comes to trust, do you trust the phrase, “The American dream?” Does that bring
up images of power and money hungry stab you in the back billionaires, or do you feel it is
the call for anyone to use our freedoms to rise above circumstances? There was a scientific
study conducted to address this. Matt Oechsli shares the results in Re-Evaluating Your Life.

Matt mentioned Alan Loy McGinnis in another best seller titled Confidence. On that
issue of the conversations we have with one another it is obvious that communication is key.
On the topic of this chapter, trust, how does apologizing about guilt fit in? Alan has the
answer. That opens up a specific skill that can go a long way to fix some of our most
pressing issues. Communication skills will be the topic of our next chapter.



re we living through a cold war at the dinner

table, if we even make it to the table in our very
divided lives separated by technical devices and
vastly different political views?

Has it ever been this bad before? A Pew Research
study reported that 52% of republicans think democrats
are closed minded and the democrats feel 70% of
republicans are locked in their thinking. The survey
included how each feels the opposite side is immoral,
lazy, and dumb.

We may not be in a civil war yet, but the threat of divorce increases with each new
argument. For those who consider the question of whether it has ever been so bad, let’s
remember the real civil war that left hundreds of thousands dead on farmland fields. Even
further back, how about the contest between the loyalists to England and those upstarts rebels
who said we can go it on our own?

Of course there will always be challenges that
could be mitigated to a degree with better
communication skills that could to a fix. It’s easy
to see problems; the challenge is finding the
answers. Matt Oechsli discusses this in Re-
Evaluating Your Life.

Better that ‘other directed’ the real opportunity to grow begins with taking responsibility for our
own emotions and point of view on issues according to Love is Letting Go of Fear with Gerald
Jampolsky.

Accepting responsibility for our communications with others and how we feel about issues
requires a whole life audit. Jim Warner explains what that means and can do in When Having It All
Isn't Enough.

The truth is, we can’t go it alone and having others on your side is critical. Jack Canfield
presents this in Maximum Confidence.

When it comes to communication skills, some people just have to have charisma. However, is
charisma mysterious? The program Ten Qualities of Charismatic People teaches the techniques
and skills. Here’s what Tony Alessandra says.

Charisma means nothing without character. That will be our topic in the next chapter.



What comes to mind today as you see our politicians?
Mark Twain spoke often of politicians and said, "It's easier to fool

people than to convince them that they have been fooled."

That seems to be evident even more today with the barrage of speeches, promises, and accusations

that dominate news and social media. With all this noise how do we develop character? In the
program Power Habits of Ultimate Self Confidence, Noah St. John addresses this issue that is long
overdue to be fixed.

Celebrities, business leaders, politicians, educators, and just about everyone we at one time
admire may disappoint us when character flaws are exposed once the façade of fame and fortune
are peeled back. Those we believe to be great are not so much. There comes the question, “Does
fame and fortune equal greatness?” Melanie Brown discusses this in the course, Attaining Personal
Greatness.

It is unfortunate that so many creative people seem to use their brilliant imaginations on lies.
The idea that says if a politician’s lips are moving, they are lying is a national tragedy. At one time
telling a lie was unthinkable. Jim Rohn explained it this way in his best seller, Cultivating an
Unshakable Character.

The thing about this habit of lying brings up another quote from Mark Twain, “If you tell the
truth, you don't have to remember anything.”

Lying comes up in the excitement of the moment in many cases. The salesperson with only one
more sentence standing between a ‘yes’ or a ‘no’ may feel the need to lie as adrenalin pumps
through veins in a rush that clouds consequences. This is the time when real character is tested. Zig
Ziglar explained that principle in Born to Win.

At the end of the day the real winner is not the one that got away with a lie. Civility requires
trust and trust comes from honesty in character. Denis Waitley has devoted a great deal of his
career addressing the win-lose or win-win concept. In the program, The Double Win he discovered
there is much more to consider.

If everyone wins, does everyone get rich? The truth about wealth and character is a topic of
interest to Robert Allen based on this from The Road to Wealth.

Character comes down to taking responsibility for the things we say and do. In our next chapter
we will discuss Responsibility and Respect.



ention the word responsibility and the

thought of a chore, or burden may come
to mind. We respect those that own up
and take responsibility for actions
instead of blaming others.

Our media pages and broadcasts seem to tell a different
story. Blame has become the top bullet point on one’s
resume. The CV filled with accomplishments at the expense
of others have become common place and even make be
expected. After all, if you won didn’t someone else lose?

Where does this lead?

The higher task of responsibility is to become for one’s own self image and happiness. Once

we become responsible, we build our self respect and that in turn garners respect, true respect,
from others. In the program The Double Win, Denis Waitley explains happiness comes from
giving.

Giving more and expecting less to help others win may pay back huge dividends of respect
and wealth. In the program Relationship Strategies, Tony Alessandra shares a study that proves
this.

Becoming more flexible is your responsibility, and as the person in charge Brian Tracy
explains that you alone are in charge of your own future by taking responsibility for your own
company. In Million Dollar Habits, Brian shows who is in charge of You Inc.

So, you are in charge of You Incorporated and that may lead anyone to expect praise for
success, but what about taking responsibility for failure? When Having It All Isn’t Good
Enough is a course that teaches how to deal with that kind of high responsibility. The author
Jim Warner explains personal failure.

Looking for praise from others can be a challenge in a world where it is so much easier to
become a fault finder. Those complainers that never rejoice in someone else’s success but
always look for fault to blame.

Instead of being a fault finder, Gerald Jampolsky expressed a better idea in the program
Love is Letting Go of Fear.

The response you expect and receive from others is a scale that tips easily. It is the scale that
balances our civility as people united, or the failure of those divided. Can these challenges be
met head on and conquered? The answer is of course. Coming up in our final chapter we move
from the way the world is, to the way it can be in the future.



In this final chapter of The Fix, we will take on some of the most

challenging issues that are at the root of the great divide in our country.
This final chapter will be more than a summary of all issues covered in
earlier chapters leading us to this point. Our subject matter in this
chapter deals with the future…The way the world is and the way the

world can be.

At the top of the list of concerns that creates the most debate and heated points of view is climate
change and the forecast of a future that may end in twelve years. Or not. There is good news on
this front as we all agree that taking care of our earth is a paramount concern. And as it is with all
issues, we have to be very careful and skeptical of anything a politician says. The one weapon
against all this noise is what Napoleon Hill emphasized when he taught the importance of accurate
thing. Not just following the latest fad, trend, or popular opinion. The good news is progress is
being made.

In 2017 the United States withdrew from the Paris climate
agreement in a move to send shock waves through
environmental groups. That same year the US had the largest
reduction in carbon dioxide emissions in the world proving
there are many ways to improve air and water quality without
destroying the economy. The Institute for Energy also stated
that China is the world’s worst offender cranking out around
one third of the total global emissions. One of the strategies
for reducing carbon dioxide emissions was to reduce coal
and increasing renewable energy, particularly wind and solar

power.
The bad news is the world has essentially made no progress over the last 32 years. In 1985,

36 percent of the world’s electricity was generated from low-carbon sources such as hydro,
nuclear, and renewable energy. China and India depend mostly on coal-fired electricity,
producing 67 percent and 76 percent of their electricity from coal. However, back at home, the
United States made progress in moving toward generating 36 percent of its power in 2017 from
non-carbon sources compared to 27 percent in 1985. This begs the question, can we move away
from gas, oil, and other emission sources in 12 years? In the program Entrepreneurial
Thinking, Michael Vance says that historically the evidence is against that plan.

Source:

https://www.instituteforenergyresearch.org/fossil-fuels/gas-and-oil/in-2017-the-u-s-had-the-largest-
reduction-in-carbon-dioxide-emissions-in-the-world/



e sure do not want to be too late to save the planet.
What great entrepreneurial vision and answers may there be right
now to pull us into a safer future? Will there be a negative case to
defy the time needed to break the twenty year cycle? On the subject
of our climate change end of the world debate, what can we really
expect to achieve?

The idea of zero net emissions may sound nice, maybe
even make a great bumper sticker, but can that be done? To
accomplish that goal in twelve years requires more
examination.

The number of wind farms would require massive tons of
steel. That comes from raw materials that are smelted in
thousands of degrees, which causes emissions.

The number of solar farms will require years of mining to
gather the raw materials to make the panels. That means more
emissions. So, the goal of ‘net zero emissions’ will not work
with today’s technology.

There may be some smart entrepreneurs already developing ways to re-cycle our carbon
emissions and converting those gases into useable alternative fuels making our cars, trains, and
planes way into the future potential renewable sources of new forms of energy while still using
our natural resources that drive today’s energy industry. As an example, researchers are right
now exploring ways to capture emissions from power plants and possibly from the atmosphere
and concert these fuels on a massive scale…saving the planet and one of our most important
industries. Experts say it will take another five to ten years to approach a level of performance to
impact power plants. But, what if the bright scientists of the future can reduce the size of these
converters to a point where that could impact homes, and even cars on the road? At one time
computers required huge atmospherically controlled dust free rooms. Now computers thousand
of times more powerful fit in your pocket.

Anything can happen when we dream the impossible and make it practical. However, before
we get too far ahead of ourselves, our expectations need to be clear. In the program Maximum
Confidence, Jack Canfield expresses thoughts on un-realistic expectations.

That does not mean it will be impossible, just another
challenge to find the answer and have clear expectations of
what we can do in reality.



Billionaires have the vision to anticipate the long waves of change and forging ahead with a
major disruption is the arena of innovation. We find that ideas, ideology, and inspiration come
together to shape our innovations. Examples of great thinkers and doers everywhere. There is no
limit.

Great innovations may be as commonplace as pulling into the corner convenience store. In
the program Coaching From the Heart featuring Coach Don Shula and Ken Blanchard, Ken
shares a story of innovation.

You have your dream and the vision of what you want to achieve. Once you have that ‘ah ha’
moment what do you do with it? Many people hide their plans for fears the idea is too crazy, or
worse, they fear someone would steal it and leave them behind. Bill Gates had a similar
experience. What did he do? Martin Fridson continues with the answer.

Who doesn’t love a big idea or dream? What do you do with it? You first have to have the
ability to make a difference. In The Uncommon Leader, Clay Sherman teaches the ability to
make a difference.

To make a major difference, become a disrupter and create a better future, the challenge is
that there are large forces at work. In the course, You Inc, Terri Lonier adds what large forces are
at work can do to offer you opportunities, or hold you back. Large forces that seem to stand in
our way have been conquered.

Gaining that confidence to accept set backs and still

keep pushing is the force that will pull us into a future of
accomplishments that today seem impractical and
impossible. That’s where Peter Diamandis comes in. He
teaches that no matter what obstacles are out there, we
first have to disrupt ourselves. In the program Get
Abundance, he says we have to disrupt ourselves.

Billionaire thinking for some may be a fantasy or un-
realistic expectation. Mention evolving technology that
Michael Vance talked about and the names Bill Gates and
Steve Jobs come to mind as masters of breaking the long
wave. However, there’s another individual that pulled them
into the future. Martin Fridson explains innovation has a
great deal to do with access to opportunity in the program
Think Like a Billionaire.



Now is not the time for envy. The days of evil attacks on one another must end. We must
empower one another to fix the issues that will slow down our journey into the future. The
power of words should never be underestimated. Words express ideas. Those ideas lead to
actions that grant wishes, or destroy nations. Tie a few words together and see what happens.
Earl wrote and recorded six words that have lead millions to success when he said, “We
become what we think about.” Another string of six words goes, “Ask and it shall be given.”
What would you ask for? Income equality. Level playing field for success. Better education.
Healthcare that saves lives and does not divide the population. Maybe even a better way to
manage global warming to the extend that we can on a tiny globe hurling through space over
65,000 miles an hour navigating between billions upon billions of other solar systems and
dodging great asteroids with enough power to extinct the dinosaurs.

ll the answers we need are there.

Ready and available to those that take positive responsibility.

The larger than life problems and
questions we face today seeking a way to
solve or fix them for a better future will be
discovered. We have historical proof that
will launch us into the future. Years ago, Earl
Nightingale gave a great summary in Our
Changing World predicting the future global
warming fossil fuels. So, there are many
things that are larger than life and out of our
control.

There are things that we can control to pull
us into the future we want. Denis Waitley
builds the case in Seeds of Greatness. As
we take responsibility for our actions and
the way we engage others our future does
look bright. Forget the negativity and
hatred dividing us.



Additional Compilation Programs with Joe Nuckols from
Nightingale Conant

Powerful Earl Nightingale messages organized into four skill sets
demanded by leading corporations.
C - Competency and how to be the best prepared for any top position
in any company
O - Opportunity and the ways entrepreneurs discover the next great
business
R - Results you can expect when using these skills
E - Effectiveness shows how to put these principles into action.

The complete program includes 64 episodes - over 21 hours of life-changing powerful

ideas. All you need is one idea that engages your unlimited potential, and you will get
anything you want. No other contemporary author and speaker of the 20th century had more
impact than Earl Nightingale. His partnership with Lloyd Conant and the leadership of Vic
Conant delivered the skills and attitudes to millions that have created the best companies on
the planet. The Secret Advantage: Core Fundamentals to Get Anything You Want is a
compilation audio program that features the most important messages for success in the 21st
century. The extensive library of Earl's works from hundreds of hours of the best-selling
programs and thousands of radio broadcasts have been researched, edited, and organized in
this new format.

Our most fantastic life-altering tool in 50 years becomes your ultimate success lever. The

DARE Matrix is unlike anything Nightingale-Conant has produced before, and probably
unlike anything you’ve experienced before. Four DVDs featuring hundreds of video
segments anywhere else to graphically enhance our best selling audio programs. After
hundreds of hours of painstaking research into the greatest personal development minds of
all time — influencers such as Dr. Joe Vitale, Jim Rohn, Jack Canfield, Zig Ziglar, Brian
Tracy, Napoleon Hill, Earl Nightingale, Wayne Dyer, and more — we concluded that all
achievement was born from 4 Power Principles. You’ll get them ALL, and the
instructions for unleashing their extraordinary full power presented by 23 of the most
influential success experts in The DARE Matrix Movie!

The DARE Matrix gift box set gives you Four full-length
feature movies on 4 DVDs. The 4 Power Principles based
on the word DARE:
D – Desire
A – Accurate Thinking
R – Resources
E – Execute



Additional Compilation Programs with Joe Nuckols from
Nightingale Conant

Become the sustaining resource as a sales professional or
entrepreneur in today's tough competitive market. The way
people buy may change, the way people sell only gets
better. Discover the proven principles from 45 best-selling
courses from the extensive Nightingale Conant library.

Joe Nuckols is a best selling Nightingale Conant author, producer and narrator. The

banner on his website, JoeNuckols.com states, The Way the World Is. The Way the
World Can Be. That is a mission statement to bring you answers that will pull you into a
future of unlimited success.

Everyone ends up somewhere - the question is where.
The Goals and Vision Mastery Course provides you with
skills to get what you want - but much more.
This collection of select messages is taken from 64 best-
selling courses from 57 proven experts. Our Nightingale
Conant compilation programs are designed to make it easy for
you to hear selections in a topic-driven format

You have opportunities. You want to be in business for
yourself? Or, make it to the top in a career? In either case, here’s
some good news. You already have everything you need to
succeed and exceed expectations. From revolution to evolution,
this is the resource for ideas, strategy, and expertise.
Lessons include ways to sell venture capitalists and angel
investors. How to determine markets and opportunities
Start-up and survival skills Nightingale-Conant experts make
you smarter than your boss.

Do you have what it takes to face each new day with a kick-butt
attitude? The conflict between those that succeed and those that
just get by will no longer stand in your way. The great divide
disappears when you change knowledge into your personal action
plan. The Motivation Master Course promises an intellectual
edge to take you over the top.



Featured Author Programs and Courses

We researched hundreds of recorded hours to provide ideas and advice from our long list of best

selling authors to address ways we can face issues and make a change to answer and fix the top
problems.

Discover how you can: build inner strength, handle rejection, develop
your uniqueness, keep your flaws in perspective, make friends with
your body, find a place to excel, expand your network of love, and
help others become more confident. These and other practical
guidelines, along with fascinating stories and anecdotes, show how
you can increase your self-confidence without falling into the trap of
self-worship. An audiobook to help you succeed at being yourself.

The American pioneering spirit still lives. Art Williams's journey to
super-success began when he was a high-school football coach in a
small southern town. Driven by his desire to provide a more secure
life for his family and himself, he formulated his plan. He created an
enterprise that was to become bigger than his two biggest competitors
combined - in the largest industry in the world: insurance. Art now
devotes his time to teaching others his strategies for growing a
business.

Discover the true secrets of health, peace, and happiness!
Dr. Bernie Siegel observed the power of the human mind to affect
physical outcomes. In Life, Hope and Healing, You'll discover how
to find the right doctor and cultivate an effective doctor/patient
relationship and choose the best course of therapy for your
physical and emotional needs. Live every single day of your life to
the fullest.

Get rid of your financial fears and uncertainties once and for all.
This is the same investment philosophy followed by people like
Warren Buffett. So, in this time of economic distress, follow this
investment plan: the very best time-tested and proven plan
available! How to Become Financially Free
Worry-Free Wealth Secrets for a Turbulent World
By: Bill Staton, Mary Staton



Learn the strategies of America's wealthiest people!
Whether your interests are in real estate, masterminding a new
business, climbing to the top of the corporate world, or learning a new
craft or skill, Brian Tracy has the ideas, methods, and techniques that
have brought success to thousands of achievers and money-rich
people. Getting Rich in America. Each year 100,000 people become
millionaires. Why not you?

Accelerate your income... almost overnight!
Learn how to double and triple your income with the 12 Power
Strategies contained in Brian Tracy's Million Dollar Habits.
Now, for the very first time, Brian Tracy has put together in one
place a lifetime of strategies to help you reach your financial goals
faster than you ever thought possible.
If you think you are worth vastly more than you're getting paid
today, these 12 Power Strategies are guaranteed to show you how to
tap your true earnings potential - now!

Dr. Clay Sherman has ideas that can put you over the top!
America is a competitive society that is facing unrelenting
challenges from foreign competitors. Today's managements are
looking for new ideas and new leaders. Innovation is sought and
prized. The climate is right for becoming an uncommon leader.
And nobody makes the process easier than Clay Sherman. He is the
founder of Management House, a consulting firm with a client list
that includes hundreds of Fortune 500 companies, as well as
powerful, emerging organizations.

In Dream Job: 48 Days to the Work You Love, renowned vocational
coach, author, and radio host Dan Miller gives you a complete,
step-by-step system for clarifying, finding, securing, and
maintaining a work life that gives you everything you've ever
wanted: true fulfillment and an income that more than supports
whatever lifestyle you want to lead.
Whether you're looking for guidance on how to launch a new career
or business, want to increase your sense of contribution and
fulfillment at your current job, or want to earn a six-figure income
doing something you love, this system will work for you.



Life is too complex for anyone to expect to exist in a perennial state of
harmony and bliss. The reality is that in the daily push and pull of our
lives there are many sources of conflict and anger. Despite the
negative image, however, conflict and anger need not erupt in disaster.
They can often be opportunities for developing new skills, furthering
personal improvement and growing toward full potential. But you
must take advantage of them. In this program Denis Waitley discusses
the proposition that it's not so much what happens in our daily lives
that matters, but how we perceive and respond to those events that
determines our success or failure.

It's never too early to start! You want your children strong and
confident, especially in the face of life's adversities. You want them
to feel a sense of responsibility - a desire to do the right thing without
having to be told what to do. Denis Waitley can help you and your
children achieve the goals of self-confidence and self-esteem. In How
to Build Your Child's Self-Esteem, you'll not only recognize the
warning signs, but also know exactly how to counteract the situation.

The Double Win means that we can no longer simply look out for
"Number One". We have to look out for the other people, too,
because when he or she wins, we win. Individuals, families,
organizations, all benefit from such Double Win ideas as:
Getting the most out of life by giving the most to others
How to pass on your wins
How to Double Win any race you choose to run
How to achieve a sense of belonging
Self-esteem builders to establish Double Win relationship

Denis Waitley has developed for you this revolutionary new
program, Empires of the Mind. This program goes to the very heart
of your life today, both professional and personal, and examines
your prospects for the future. You'll learn how to discover and
exploit your core passion-finding the skills you were born to develop
and using them to increase your personal motivation, success and
achievement.
Listen as one of the few true self-development legends tells you how
to "fireproof" your career in today's volatile business climate while
developing the qualities of personal integrity and sincerity necessary
to lead others and to lead a personal life full of satisfaction.



The key to personal profit, productivity, and prosperity is enjoyment,
enjoying your life and enjoying your work. Now everyone, from
secretaries to CEOs, from house painters to housewives, can learn to
mix business with pleasure and make every job a labor of love.
The Joy of Working is a practical, down-to-earth guide that will help
you radiate confidence and competence in everything you do.
The Joy of Working A System to Success, Wealth, and Happiness on
the Job By: Denis Waitley, Reni L. Witt

Restore normalcy and a sense of ease into your everyday life!
Dr. David Hawkins's renowned Map of Consciousness is one of the
most innovative and useful personal development tools ever
developed.
In this groundbreaking program, Dr. Hawkins shows you how to
use this scientifically formulated technology to bring healing and
wellness to the most important parts of your life quickly,
comfortably, and naturally!

In The Discovery: Revealing the Presence of God in Your Life,
Dr. Hawkins reveals critical "insider" information that provides a
simple clarity for "being" and "living" the reality of the mystic in
your daily life. He provides an instruction manual for the serious
spiritual devotee.

A long, vibrant, and fulfilling life doesn’t happen by accident!
People are living longer than ever before. In fact, centenarians —
people who live to 100 or older — are one of the world’s fastest
growing segments of the population.
The Longevity Solution will empower you to achieve all of that, in a
way that is simple, motivating, and fun.
Your guide to The Longevity Solution, Dr. Eric Plasker, has spent
the past two decades researching and probing the depths of human
potential..



Create a health span that matches your life span! Most of us believe
that aging is accompanied by a sharp decline in our physical and
mental abilities. This program presents the new science of staying
healthy. This powerful medicine of the future shatters the myths of
today's "fix-the-broken-parts" medicine. In The Five Forces of
Wellness: The Ultraprevention System for Living an Active, Age-
Defying, Disease-Free Life,

Are you willing to be wealthy?Fredric Lehrman wants you to
know that you can resolve the discrepancies between these levels
of thought, so that your subconscious mind will stop resisting and
begin cooperating with your conscious intentions, finally
allowing you receive what you work to achieve.
This Prosperity Consciousness program will set your financial
house on a new foundation.

Businesses are holding on to money in record numbers. Here's how
to get employers and business owners to share some of it with you.
How to Get Paid Far More Than You Are Worth is filled with
shortcuts you can take and smart moves you can make that can earn
you multiples of your current income. Dr. Goodman doesn't
apologize for these simple yet highly effective ideas. After all, why
make earning a high income hard if it can be easy?

Because communication that's precise and clear goes far beyond
the spoken or written word - it actually changes lives! And that's
precisely why best-selling author Dr. Gary Goodman created this
original program, Crystal Clear Communication: How to Explain
Anything Clearly in Speech or Writing.
Through this program, you'll have the answers. How to begin
with a crystal-clear mind. How to quiet your thoughts. How to be
level-headed and dispassionate. How to size up your audience.
How to think through what you want to convey. How to avoid
procrastination.



In Love Is Letting Go of Fear, Dr. Gerald Jampolsky gives you 12
easy steps to follow that will allow you to attain a life without
unrealistic fear. What it really means to be free.
How guilt and fear become ingrained in someone.
The importance of shifting your perception to get through difficult
circumstances. What frightened people really want.
How to enrich others with their own potential

Our program is organized into two sections. The first section features
the entire audio recording of the book, Aging with Attitude, and is
warmly presented by Dr. Diane Cirincione and Gerald Jampolsky.
The second section of the program features a special interview between
Dr. Gerald Jampolsky, Dr. Diane Cirincione, and Dan Strutzel - the
former Vice President of Publishing at Nightingale-Conant, and current
President of Inspire Productions. This recently recorded interview will
dig more deeply into the topic of Aging with Attitude.

Economic events in Europe, the US, and elsewhere are pushing us
into a season of amazing opportunities to make and grow money,
increase profits, reinvent businesses, unleash cash flow, and so much
more - opportunities any ordinary investor, employee, or business
owner can seize to stay insulated in the short term and profit hugely
in the long term... if they know about them.
Harry has spent 30 years being right on the economy when just
about everyone else has been wrong. In these nine sessions, he
addresses and explains every major global and domestic economic
issue affecting your personal finances, job, and business today..

According to Jack Canfield, you will be able to "produce miracles"
with the life-changing ideas you're about to hear in Maximum
Confidence: 10 Steps to Extreme Self-Esteem. That's because when
you feel good about yourself, you attract the people and events that
empower you for more success than you've ever dreamed possible.
In this amazing audio program, you'll learn to develop winning
habits that will pay off for you everyday. You'll discover how to
celebrate and capitalize on your strengths and how to accept your
weaknesses without guilt or remorse.



The Abundant Life offers a clear, simple, step-by-step system that will
help you permanently free yourself from what author Jerrold Mundis
calls "underearning". This highly effective program is not a get-rich-
quick scheme. Nor does it advocate pinching pennies, working
overtime, or taking a job you hate.
As you progress through The Abundant Life, you may be shocked to
find out all the ways you've been saying "no" to money through the
years - and the unsuspected ways you can bring much more money into
your life, without expending a lot more effort.

Discover how to turn every day into a treasured experience through
exceptional living. You don't have to be a super-achiever or unusually
creative. You don't have to endure great obstacles. You don't even
have to do exceptional things. You just have to do ordinary things
exceptionally well.
The Art of Exceptional Living by Jim Rohn is the can't-miss guide
that shows you how to begin living life according to your own rules.

Walk your talk straight to the top by cultivating an unshakable
character.Name the one quality that can take you to the top and keep
you there!According to Jim Rohn, the answer is character - the
collection of qualities synonymous with greatness. When you have
character, you're a person of substance, and you truly deserve the
personal and professional success you'll attain.
Cultivating an Unshakable Character by Jim Rohn is a spellbinding
program to develop uncommon courage.

When Having It All Isn't Enough: Resolving the Top Ten Dilemmas of
the High Achiever is a straight-talking audio series on how to navigate
through the biggest issues of midlife transition: identity, life purpose,
money, power, control, balance, relationships, and spirituality. As an
internationally recognized counselor and mentor to entrepreneurs,
corporate executives, professionals, and people in ministry, former
CEO Jim Warner outlines the challenges faced by high achievers with
a candor that is both refreshing and inspiring. Having enjoyed material
success - and endured personal self-doubt, career second-guessing, and
fragile relationships - he speaks with the authority and insight of a
leader who has rediscovered a life filled with vocational passion,
intimate relationships, true wealth, and spiritual connection.



The process of healing is one of self-realization. It is a peeling away
from the fears, concepts, and negativity that obscure the light of our
own true nature and its innate essence of compassion, creativity,
wisdom, and love. As negativity is transformed, the physical body
often heals as well.
Drawn both from modern psychology and the great spiritual traditions
of the world, The Power of the Mind to Heal is an audiobook that
presents transformative methods of overcoming negative patterns and
finding the higher self.

A paradigm is more than a feeling or a belief. It is an entire way of
being a fundamental universal conviction that reverberates out into
the universe.
In The Abundance Paradigm, Joe Vitale shows you how to make the
profound shift from a paradigm of scarcity in which you have "not
enough" of the things you want and need to a paradigm abundance
in which you have more than enough of everything, at all times.

Attract money and prosperity with ease, using the awesome
power of the Law of Attraction! The potential to attract money
and create abundant wealth doesn't reside in your job, your
circumstances, or even the economy. It resides within you. Your
mind is equipped with the natural ability to attract as much
money as you want and need - at anytime, anyplace, in any
financial climate, without struggle. You just have to know how to
trigger it.

John Abdo is an expert in weight training, aerobics, polymetrics, fat
loss, athletic strength training, health and nutrition. He is the co-host
and co-producer of the popular weekly fitness television
series Training and Nutrition 2000 which John began in 1985. John is
the personal trainer of choice for legions of athletes, fitness
enthusiasts, health seekers, and people who want to feel great about
themselves. His multitudes of "Doers" (as John's fans are
affectionately called) have made John Abdo a household name when
it comes to staying in shape the best, safest, simplest way possible.



In The 5 Disciplines of Powerful People: How to Keep The Promises
You Make to Yourself, John Powers takes you step by step through
making and keeping a promise to yourself. You'll explore how we think
when it comes to improving our lives; discover how to build the inner
strength you need to stick to your goal; and, most importantly, follow
the process for achieving the commitments you make to yourself. As
you work your way through this powerful program.

No matter what age you are... no matter what your income is... no
matter what your expenses are today or are going to be in the years
to come... no matter what you have or haven't done so far to prepare
for those expenses... you can still create the kind of personal
financial prosperity and security other people have. Thousands of
"late-start investors" in their 30s, 40s, 50s, 60s, even 70s, have
started late but finished wealthy, just by applying themselves and
following a few amazingly simple principles - the same principles
you'll discover in The Late-Start Investor: The Better-Late-Than-
Never Prosperity Plan.

Inspire the people in your life to triumph - every day!
We've been told all our lives that whether you win or lose isn't
important; it's how you play the game that matters. This is true in
sports, business, or any other endeavor. But how you "play the game"
has a lot to do with its outcome. And a good coach - one who places
respect and conviction above popularity, who is firm yet open to the
players' individual needs - can inspire their team to greatness,
whether it is a football team, a work group, a committee, or a family.
In this innovative program, management expert Ken Blanchard and
winning NFL coach Don Shula team up to share their powerful
secrets of effective coaching in everyday situations.

In Real Intelligence, Dr. Martel reveals this proven brain-expanding
system to you and shows you how to quickly and easily implement
it in the most important areas of your life so that you can
experience similarly extraordinary results.



Discover the hiring secrets for building a strong, powerful, profitable
team. Almost everyone involved in the hiring process understands why
it is so critical to find the very best candidate for a particular job. But
few understand how to do it. In Talent Rules!, Lou Adler lays out a
step-by-step system that will empower you to hire the right person
every time. Lou's proven methods will enable you to evaluate a
candidate based on measurable performance objectives, rather than your
own impulses, and make consistently sound hiring decisions that result
in a strong, cohesive team that operates at optimum levels.

Increase your energy, eat without stress, and transform your health.
In Mind/Body Nutrition: Increase Your Energy, Eat Without Stress,
and Transform Your Health, esteemed nutritional researcher,
counselor, and author Marc David tells you everything he has
discovered - and science has proven - about how to naturally achieve
the body, state of health, and lifestyle of enjoyment you want.

No one knows more about making dreams come true than Mark Victor
Hansen. As co-creator of the hugely successful Chicken Soup for the
Soul® series, Mark is responsible for the sale of more than 60 million
books, with the numbers rising every day. Learn the tools, techniques,
strategies, and tactics to live the life you know that you were meant to
live. It's all in Dreams Don't Have Deadlines.

The strategies of the super-rich are now available to you!
Think Like a Billionaire: Proven Strategies from the Titans of
Wealth is the first comprehensive picture of the real strategies and
tactics that built the great business fortunes of our times. Packed
with engaging accounts of titans like Lee Iacocca, Warren Buffett,
Sam Walton, and more, Think Like a Billionaire will show you
principles that can increase your wealth and business acumen to the
mogul level.
Working in the same vein as Napoleon Hill’s classic Think and
Grow Rich, Martin Fridson has conducted exhaustive research into
the minds of classic billionaires and has brought forth his findings
in this program.



By shifting priorities and examining what is truly important, you
create a more complete, more fulfilled life. Share in The New
American Dream - personal satisfaction. It can be yours, and Matt
Oechsli shows you how in this exciting new program.

You can either want the best for yourself or you can settle for
less. But no love relationship, no quest for success or power or
money is more compelling than the overriding desire to feel the
full depth of your own humanity. With Dr. Melanie Brown as
your guide, recognize your own greatness, understand it, and
enjoy it on all levels of your life. Experience the joy of Attaining
Personal Greatness.

Why wait 20, 30, or 40 years to be rich when all it really takes
is seven? The Seven Years to Seven Figures System: 6 Steps to
Automatic Wealth is a densely packed, high-energy audio seminar,
recorded both live and in studio, that will spell out for you - in full
detail - a practical and time-and-again-proven way to get rich fast,
grow richer each year, and stay rich for the rest of your life.
There's no theory here. This program contains the nitty-gritty,
nuts-and-bolts information you need to start taking action and
making money fast.

Entrepreneurs are information hounds, well-organized people who
analyze new trends, not only for new ideas but for new twists on
new ideas. They are "doers" who not only develop or invent, but
have the courage to commit to an idea, implement it and follow
through. In Entrepreneurial Thinking by Mike Vance, you'll learn
the specific action steps you need to become more like an
entrepreneur in thought and deed... you'll also hear inspirational
stories about some of the greatest success stories of the Twentieth
Century, and how they accomplished so much.



Today's family is very different from the family of 25 years ago. Two-
career families are the norm. Single-parent families and those blended
from different marriages are as common as the traditional family.
Gender roles are changing. We are all crunched for time as we work
longer hours and commute further. But the changing family doesn't
have to mean the short-changed family. In How to Have a Happy
Family, two authorities on relationships and family issues pool their
years of wisdom and counseling experience to share with you their
joyful mission of enriching the quality of your family life.

Stop not doing what you know you should do! You might think
laziness, lack of willpower, and/or low motivation are to blame for the
fact that you aren't achieving your goals. Dr. Nick Hall reveals these
solutions - and the fascinating science behind them - in I Know What to
Do, So Why Don't I Do It?

People with ultimate self-confidence get more of what they really
want in life. Those with ultimate self-confidence seem to have built-
in magnets to attract everything good - money, career growth, friends,
and great health. How do you go from low or moderate self-
confidence to an always-glowing, positive image of yourself? In The
Power Habits of Ultimate Self-Confidence, Noah St. John presents 10
audio sessions to help you make ultimate self-confidence an
automatic habit you can always count on.

Now, through The Power Habits System: The New Science for
Making Success Automatic, Noah shares these life-transforming
Power Habits with you.
By mastering Noah's 12 Power Habits, you can expect measurable
differences in four of your most significant life areas.



The simple pleasures of daily living, those that we so often have
little time for, are the real purpose and process of life. These are the
pleasures we must pursue in order to improve the quality and length
of our existence. And these are at the heart of Dr. Pearsall's humane,
revisionist wisdom. The Pleasure Principle: Discovering a New
Way to Health is just what the doctor ordered - it and that extra slice
of pizza. So enjoy already.

Discover the easiest, fastest way to achieve abundant wealth in the
21st century! Despite what the pessimists say, we live in an era of
exponential growth and abundance. Astonishing new technologies are
driving a new world where the unimaginable is being imagined and
turned into reality. In this optimistic yet realistic program, X PRIZE
Foundation chairman and Singularity University co-founder Peter
Diamandis and his team of experts provide dozens of ideas,
techniques, and strategies you can apply to your life, business, or
career.

Have you figured out how to achieve a lifetime's worth of financial
goals in the next five years? If not, you'll want to listen to Robert
Allen. He gives you all the answers you need to start building your
financial future right now. You will start with the basics and move
from the fundamentals, general attitudes and strategies for acquiring
wealth to increasingly more specific plans and techniques.

The ability to persuade is priceless! Do you know someone who has
an amazing ability to persuade people? That person might be a co-
worker who always gets exactly what he or she wants from the
company president. We've all encountered someone who can
convince and persuade others, almost by magic. But it isn't magic.
It's a skill you can learn, an acquired ability that Roger Dawson calls
Power Persuasion.



In Divine Dialogue, Ron Roth crosses cultures, eras, and
denominations as he takes you on a journey to the essence of prayer.
He shows you how to embrace prayer as an empowering experience
of the heart. He shares astonishing, profoundly moving stories of
individuals whose bodies and souls were miraculously healed when
they welcomed true prayer into their lives. And he teaches you how
to open your whole life to its healing power.

Now your economy can ALWAYS be booming!
When it comes to creating, growing, and keeping wealth, the
millionaire mind thinks and acts very differently than the ordinary
mind - which is why people who possess it are able to thrive, prosper,
and profit, even in the toughest economic times.
In his world-renowned live seminars, T. Harv Eker's has shown
hundreds of thousands of people how to install the "Millionaire Mind
blueprint" into the deepest levels of their consciousness - right there
on the spot - with phenomenal results!

Discover the tools that will help you realize the freedom and
fulfillment of working for yourself! The leap from corporate team
player to individual entrepreneur can be the most exhilarating and
rewarding move you'll ever make - if you know where you' re going,
which steps to take, the pitfalls to avoid, and what to look for when
you get to the other side. In You, Inc.: Creating Your Life as a Free
Agent, award winning author and small business expert Terri Lonier
and her panel of experts give you all this information and much more
as she guides you through the transformation to independent
enterprise that more than a million people are making each year.

Gain the security and peace of mind you've been longing for!
Safeguard your life against the unexpected!
In these turbulent times, you can have a sense of security that will
resonate through your life. In this revolutionary program, acclaimed
author, lawyer, and speaker Thomas Schweich will walk you
through every professional, financial, and personal challenge that
you could possibly face.
From the dangers of poorly worded emails to the loopholes in
insurance policies, Schweich will not only warn you of curve balls
that life might throw your way, but also provides the tools you can
implement to avoid all of the major risks to your life in Crashproof
Your Life.



Protect your life against the unexpected! In this groundbreaking program,
celebrated author, lawyer, and speaker Thomas Schweich will guide you
through every professional, financial, and personal challenge that you
could possibly come face to face with. From the dangers of poorly worded
emails to the loopholes in insurance policies, Schweich will not only tip
you off to the curve balls that life might throw in your path but also
furnishes the tools you can start using to avoid all of the major risks to
your life.

Tony Alessandra, Ph.D., has a street-wise, college-smart perspective
on business, having fought his way out of NYC to realize success as a
graduate professor of marketing, entrepreneur, business author, and
keynote speaker. With a BBA, MBA, and Ph.D. in marketing, a
diverse history in sales, and as an entrepreneur and founder of two
current technology businesses, MentorU and Online Assessments,
Tony brings a broad foundation of experience to every program he
delivers, with examples, analogies, and proven solutions your team can
implement immediately.

At work, two managers with equal training and experience are put in
charge of similar group objectives. But the results differ drastically.
One task force flounders and misses a critical deadline. The other
quickly meshes as a team and produces a report so stunning that the
breadth, depth, and clarity of its ideas has everyone talking. Why does
one manager succeed, while their colleague fails to connect with their
people? When we consider these two individuals, we quite naturally
ask, what's the source of their remarkable authority? What has so
endowed these people with personal magnetism?

Personality differences: they're what make life so rich and fascinating -
and often so frustrating, too. Especially at work, where teamwork and
motivation are pivotal. Many of us never figure people out - we get
along great with some people and deal as little as possible with others
because they're so different from us. The trick is learning to spot these
signals, identify the other person's style, and adjust our own behavior

to lessen conflict and move us towards our objectives.



Dr. Wayne W. Dyer gives generously of himself
According to the news media, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer is an author, a
psycho-therapist, a college professor, a lecturer, a TV and radio
personality, and a consultant. To his fans everywhere, he's much
more than that. Wayne Dyer is a respected and highly regarded
analyst of life, and its meaning. Many consider him America's
number-one problem solver and life enhancer. That Wayne Dyer is a
legend in his own time there can be no doubt.

Questioning thousands of parents and educators, Dr. Wayne Dyer
learned firsthand what people really want for their children. They
don't particularly want their kids to go to fancy schools, acquire
riches, or live "the good life". They do want them to have personal
integrity and high self-esteem, and to grow up with love and peace
in their hearts. Children raised the Wayne Dyer way feel useful and
needed. They are inner- rather than outer-directed. They live a
stress-free life naturally, without resorting to drugs.

Wally Amos is a household word wherever his cookies precede him,
and that's in Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, the United States,
and Canada. A top-notch promoter at heart, Amos is constantly
traveling, not only to promote his cookies, but also to speak on college
campuses about the secrets of his success... and his favorite charity,

Literacy Volunteers of America (LVA).

The message Dr. Dyer shares in How to Be a No-Limit Person is as
innovative and exciting today as when it was first published. It is also
one of those rare programs that has universal relevance and appeal. No
matter what age you are, what you do, or where your interests lie, Dr.
Dyer will have you nodding your head in recognition and laughing out
loud even as you feel your outlook changing, your options multiplying,
and your capacity for living positively and purposefully expanding by
leaps and bounds. Once you experience this classic motivational audio
seminar, you'll understand why it has endured as one of our bestselling
titles. And you'll never look at life quite the same way again.



Discover your untapped greatness and how to win at life...in two days
flat! In just 48 hours, your untapped greatness becomes visible. Your
surest path to success is revealed. We're confident in this. Because
that's precisely what tens of thousands of people have done who had
the fortune to attend Zig Ziglar's 25-year-running and perpetually
sold-out Born to Win seminar. Today, Zig Ziglar's legendary Born to
Win seminar comes alive once again to inspire a whole new
generation of achievers. Nightingale-Conant proudly presents a
complete audio and video solution to this popular seminar...The Born
to Win Seminar!

In today's fast-paced ever-changing society, parents are hit with
more controversial, pressure-packed decisions to make than ever
before. With the Internet, cable television, and video games
bombarding our children and attempting to make an assault on their
minds daily, what are parents to do? In today's ever-changing
economic and social climate, how do parents find the balance
necessary to positively raise their children?

Zig and his beautiful wife Jean were married for more than 50
years. In this audiobook, Zig shares his personal experience, the
ups and downs that he has encountered in his own marriage, and
how these experiences have strengthened his marriage beyond
what even he dreamed possible.

In this compelling audio experience, Tony Jeary will give you his "insider
information" on how to create your Perfect Message and how to deliver
that Perfect Message with every action you take.
The Perfect Message System you'll discover in Communication Mastery is
the very same one CEOs from top Fortune 100 corporations pay Tony
thousands of dollars to teach them.



A Message from Vic Conant

I have always believed that thoughts and ideas are
our most powerful possessions. For an idea can
change the way we look at the world and the way we
think. And, it can also improve every area of our life
– career, relationships, personal wealth, and self-
confidence.
Powerful ideas are at the very heart of success and
are the driving force behind everything we do at the
Nightingale-Conant Corporation. We are the world
leader in self-development and it is our aim to help
you reach your highest and most desired
destination.

Vic Conant,
Chairman Nightingale-Conant


